47.4* Umida**** East mainland from Secyre Bay to mouth of Robinson River ('RLS'.)

Wurm lists Umida and the following two dialects as Wurora sub-dialects.

47.5* Unggarangi**** All islands on east side of King George's Sound.

Unggarangi (SAW, 'RLS', Coate)

Wurm's listing.

47.6* Vaudjibara ****
(23Kr)

Vaudjibara (Coate, 'RLS', AIAS, SAW)

Wurm's classification.

48. C. WUNAMBALIC GROUP

The picture of this group has become a little clearer following surveys by SIL (1970) and Vaszolyi (1971-2). Two names listed in the O'Grady et al classification have been deleted and replaced by two others (for which they were probably confused originally) - Bagu (or Pagu) 48.3a Vaszolyi says is the Gunin place name for the old Roman Catholic Mission on the sea coast north of Kalumburu, usually marked Pago Mission on maps.

Results of the SIL survey seem to indicate that the classification should be changed as follows: (this classification is based on different systems of marking possession and confirmed by cognate count).

1. Wunambal - Gunin - Yeidji - Bugay - Wumbulgari
2. Gambera

This classification may change with Vaszolyi's analysis. He is doing dialectology on the relationship between Wunambal proper and Gambera, Gunin, Gwini and Miwa (at survey level).

The languages of this group are multiple classifying with full concord.